Design of leader sequences that improve the efficiency of the enzymatic synthesis of 2'-amino-pyrimidine RNA for in vitro selection.
The application of nucleic acids obtained by in vitro selection from a large pool of molecules with random sequences in medical diagnosis or therapy requires nucleic acids with enhanced stability in biological fluids. Chemical modifications introduced after selection are likely to alter the structure and the properties of the selected molecules. Therefore, the chemical modifications used must be present throughout the selection. This can be achieved for example by the incorporation of 2'-amino-pyrimidine nucleotides into RNA in the transcription step. Though modified molecules could be transcribed from some generally designed dsDNA templates, the efficiency of transcription and reverse transcription and reverse transcription was very low making this strategy too inefficient. Templates and primers with varying amounts of pyrimidines in the constant flanking region of the RNA molecule were designed and their efficiency in transcription and reverse transcription tested. The obtained 2'-amino-pyrimidine RNA molecules showed enhanced stability in serum and RNAse cocktails. Here we present optimized leader sequences flanking the random core-sequence and reaction conditions that allow the reliable utilization of this modification in in vitro selection.